
THOUGHTS ON PERFORMANCE MEASURES 

HOW CAN MANAGERS AND SUPERVISORS REALISTICALLY TRACK THE 

PERFORMANCE LEVEL OF THEIR RESOURCES?

During a process review and validation session conducted with a client, involving reviewing the ASIS state 
of the client’s performance measures, we got into a lengthy discussion on the trending and tracking of 

performance measures and service levels.
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TRENDING AND TRACKING OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES (KPIS)

This ONE-PAGE MAGIC includes some thoughts on Performance Measures (KPIs) 
and illustrates how managers and supervisors can realistically track the performance 
level of their resources using two examples. The first example focuses on the budget 
and revenue and the second example focuses on workload and schedule.
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How can managers and supervisors track the performance level of their 
resources? Our client provided an example involving a collecting 
agency responsible for contacting defaulters, and where the client 
suggested that the managers or supervisors should track the 
performance level of their resources based on both the default amount 
collected as well as the number of accounts contacted.

However, a manager can only track the performance of an 
individual resource based on the number of accounts 
contacted, NOT the number of default amount 
collected. The latter measure would be used to track how 
closely the actual amount that was collected matches the 
expected amount that was supposed to be collected and to 
act if a discrepancy is found.

We used the below example to illustrate this idea further:

Total amount expected to be collected: 1,750,000

Collector
# of Accounts 

Assigned
Total # of Default 

Amount in $
# of Accounts 

Contacted
# of Default Amount 

Collected in $
# of Accounts 
Not Contacted

A 50 $1,500,000 40 $1,000,000 10

B 40 $200,000 40 $200,000 0

C 100 $50,000 100 $50,000 0

Grand Total 190 $1,750,000 180 $1,250,000 10

As you can see from the above example, both Collectors B and C met the performance 
target, however, Collector A failed. 

Although the total amount that was collected by Collectors B and C is much less than what A 

collected, they have both completed the tasks assigned to them, i.e., contacting all the 

defaulters/accounts assigned to them, whereas Collector A contacted only 40 accounts out of the 50 

accounts assigned to it and thus caused loss of revenue for the collecting agency.

The above example is useful to apply to performance measures and service levels, where the resource's 
performance is measured against completing a specific number of tasks and where the revenue is tied to 
completing these tasks as well as tracking reasons for discrepancies and deviations.

We used another example to caution our client against the pitfalls (and misleading 
nature) of tracking performance level based on workload trending alone:

Performance Measure: % of assignments completed within schedule

Month
Workload/ 

Assignments
Target Actual Reasons for Deviation

January 100

90%

85% R1, R2, R3, R4, Rn

February 75 90% R1, R2, R3, R4, Rn

March 50 100% R1, R2, R3, R4, Rn

Number of assignments completed within their respective planned scheduled dates divided by the 
total number of assignments planned to be respectively completed during the reporting period.

The above example examines assignments completed across a period of three months, with each month 
having a different workload, but with all of the months having the same target percentage of 90%. Two of 
the months met and even exceeded the target, and one month – with the heaviest workload – failed to 

meet the target. This should still be considered failure to meet the target even if that month – in this 

example, January – had the heaviest workload. This is because the measure clearly states that all 
assignments should have a completion percentage target of 90%, irrespective of workload. 

If the workload needs to be taken into consideration, then the measure itself should be adjusted to 

accommodate that. In this case, the measure should change to “% of assignments completed 

within schedule, where workload is <100 assignments”. As a result, the January 

assignments would not apply to this target as they are equal to 100.

Examining workload is useful to assess what targets should 
be set for each measure and how realistic these targets are.

So, for example, if resources consistently complete all assigned tasks according to the set target when the 
workload is under 100 assignments, but consistently fail to meet the target when the workload is above 
100 assignments then that target should be changed to reflect an attainable percentage. Reasons for the 
deviation/discrepancy should also be tracked.

These are just a few thoughts on performance measures, which are 
useful to consider when assessing the performance level of an 

individual resource and/or assigned tasks.
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